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Abstract—Network virtualization is a key provision for improving the scalability and reliability of cloud computing services. In recent

years, various mapping schemes have been developed to reserve VN resources over substrate networks. However, many cloud

providers are very concerned about improving service reliability under catastrophic disaster conditions yielding multiple system failures.

To address this challenge, this work presents a novel failure region-disjoint VN mapping scheme to improve VN mapping survivability.

The problem is first formulated as a mixed integer linear programming problem and then two heuristic solutions are proposed to

compute a pair of failure region-disjoint VN mappings. The solution also takes into account mapping costs and load balancing concerns

to help improve resource efficiencies. The schemes are then analyzed in detail for a variety of networks and their overall performances

compared to some existing survivable VN mapping schemes.

Index Terms—Cloud networking services, network virtualization, virtual network mapping, virtual network survivability
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1 INTRODUCTION

CLOUD computing services are being rapidly deployed
across a range of sectors to improve the scalability and

cost-effectiveness of information technology (IT) services.
These services allow clients to adjust their computing and
storage resources in an “on-demand” manner in order to
meet their needs and preclude capital-expensive data-center
deployments [1]. However, as these paradigms take hold,
there is a growing need to distribute operation and data
across multiple physical data-center sites, i.e., for improved
speed, responsiveness, load-balancing, etc. It is here that
network virtualization can be very beneficial. Namely, this
paradigm will allows users (i.e., cloud service providers) to
build customized virtual network (VN) overlays to intercon-
nect resource pools across underlying network substrates.
Since multiple users can share these substrates, very high
cost efficiency can be achieved.

Now a typical client network virtualization setup con-
sists of a set of VN nodes (e.g., processing power and stor-
age resources) interconnected by a set of VN bandwidth

links [2]. In order to provision such demands, each VN
node has to be mapped to a distinct substrate node and
each VN link has to be mapped to a unique bandwidth
connection between the mapped VN node endpoints, i.e.,
such that client demands for storage, processing power,
and interconnection are met. Along these lines, a range of
VN mapping algorithms have been developed in recent
years, see [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. Some common provisioning
objectives here include revenue maximization, cost reduc-
tion, and others, see [8].

However, as more IT services migrate to the cloud, VN
survivability is becoming a major concern. For example, fail-
ures in underlying network substrate nodes or links can
easily disrupt higher-layer VN mappings, causing service
degradation and even client service level agreements (SLA) vio-
lations. This issue is particularly acute for “mission-critical”
applications running in the cloud, as they may require very
high availability levels (even on par with dedicated data-
centers). Perhaps most challenging here are large-scale
stressor events that can cause widespread service outages,
e.g., as resulting from natural disasters, malicious weapons of
mass destruction (WMD) attacks, cascading power outages,
etc. Many of these occurrences can yield highly-correlated
(time and space) node and link failures [9], [10].

Despite these concerns, only a handful of studies have
looked at survivable VN mapping design. For example,
protection schemes have been studied for single link fail-
ures in [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], and single node failures in
[16], [17], [18]. However, due the highly-disruptive, i.e.,
multi-failure, nature of disaster events, there is a growing
need to develop robust VN mapping schemes to handle
such cases. To the best of our knowledge, the only related
work for VN mapping under regional failures is proposed
in [19], [20]. Namely, here the authors compute backup
resources for each potential (multi-failure) stressor and
then use resource sharing to reduce overall costs. Although
this work presents a good baseline, pre-provisioning
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against all possible stressors is very resource-intensive and
yields high blocking (reduced revenues).

To address the VN survivability issue, this paper pro-
poses a failure region-disjoint VN mapping scheme. The
work pursues a similar philosophy as some existing shared
risk link group (SRLG) protection schemes for regular point-
to-point (P2P) connections [21]. Namely, working and pro-
tection VN mappings are computed for each request to
ensure that they are failure region disjoint, i.e., to guarantee
recovery from a single regional failure event. To achieve
this, a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulation
is proposed, similar to [5], which adds new constraints to
prevent the working/protection mappings from traversing
the same failure region. However, owing to high MILP
computational complexity, two heuristic algorithms are also
developed for survivable VN mapping. Namely, the failure
region group based mapping (FRGBM) scheme divides all
failure regions into two fixed groups and only allows a
working mapping to use resources in one of these groups.
Meanwhile, the dynamic failure region disjoint mapping
(DFRDM) scheme computes mappings without prior sepa-
ration of failure regions. Since both these solutions only pro-
vision two VN mappings, they achieve lower blocking
(higher revenues) versus other survivable VN strategies.

The overall paper is organized as follows. Section 2 first
presents a background survey of existing work in VN map-
ping and survivability design. Section 3 then details the
survivable VN mapping model and its objectives. Subse-
quently, Section 4 presents a MILP model, followed by heu-
ristic solutions in Section 5. Performance evaluation results
are then presented in Section 6 for two network topologies.
Finally, conclusions and directions for future work are pre-
sented in Section 7.

2 BACKGROUND REVIEW

The VN mapping problem has seen much focus in recent
years and has been shown to be NP-hard [8]. As a result,
researchers have studied a variety of optimization and heu-
ristic schemes subject to various constraints [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7]. Nowmost optimization schemes use MILP formulations
to minimize substrate network resource usages or maximize
revenues. For example, a well-known method is proposed
in [5], where each VN node is treated as a meta-node con-
nected to all substrate nodes by meta-links with infinite
capacity. Additional constraints are then introduced to
ensure that each meta-node only routes its flow to a single
(adjacent) meta-link, i.e., as a VN node can only be mapped
to a unique substrate node. Other MILP formulations are
also presented in [16], [20].

However, since MILP formulations pose high complex-
ity, researchers have also developed VN mapping heuris-
tics. In general, these strategies can be classified into two
types, i.e., separate node/link mapping (two-stage) and
joint node/link mapping (single-stage). The former types
first map VN nodes to substrate network nodes without
mapping VN links using various methods. For example,
[3] computes a cluster center by considering node stress
and adjacent link stresses. After the center is determined,
the remaining nodes are selected based upon node stress
and distance to all other assigned nodes. Meanwhile [4]

selects a set of candidate substrate nodes to satisfy certain
restrictions, and then maps each VN node to a substrate
node with the maximum resources in the candidate set.
VN links are then routed after the VN node mappings are
done, i.e., connection routing. In general, shortest path [3]
or k-shortest path [4] methods are commonly used here,
although multi-commodity flow schemes can also be
applied if path-splitting is supported at the substrate level.
By contrast, single-stage VN mapping schemes immedi-
ately route all VN links for a mapped VN node after it is
mapped, i.e., if the other end of the VN link has been
mapped [6], [7]. This joint approach can improve resource
efficiency and also reduce blocking.

Now many studies have looked at P2P connection recov-
ery in data routing and optical DWDM networks. These
schemes can be classified into two categories, protection and
post-fault restoration, andmostly focus on single link failures.
However, some recent efforts have also looked at more com-
plex multi-failure scenarios. For example, [22], [23] studies
network vulnerability (topology robustness) undermulti-fail-
ure conditions. Reliable connection routing for generalized
multi-failure scenarios is also treated in [24]. Furthermore,
recent efforts have also looked at survivable VN mapping,
i.e., for single link failures in [11], [12], [13], [14], [15] and sin-
gle node failures in [16], [17], [18]. Consider the details.

The schemes in [12], [13], [15] address single substrate
link failures and compute a pair of link disjoint paths for
each mapped VN link. Similarly, [10] computes a set of
backup detour routes for each substrate link. These studies
use both integer linear programming (ILP) and heuristic meth-
ods, and some also implement resource sharing [15]. Mean-
while, [16] and [17] study single node failures and propose
1-redundant and k-redundant solutions. Namely, the for-
mer approach uses one backup substrate node to protect all
VN nodes. However this approach can lead to nodal con-
gestion when trying to route backup VN links to all the
neighbors of a failed node. Hence the k-redundant scheme
provides k backup nodes to help balance protection distri-
bution. The problem is formulated as an MILP and then
solved using a two-state simplification. Meanwhile, [18]
details another protection scheme based upon a single
backup node (akin to the 1-redundant scheme). This strat-
egy basically remaps all VN nodes after a failure event even
if one node is affected. Although this flexibility lowers
backup resource costs and request blocking versus [16],
[17], it entails more operational complexity. Also, the solu-
tion does not solve the MILP and instead decomposes VN
topologies into small star-topologies and uses resource
bipartite graphs to assign backup resources.

Finally, the more challenging case of multiple substrate
node/link failures is studied in [19], [20], i.e., for large-
scale regional stressors/disaster events. In particular mul-
tiple backup VN mappings are computed for each possi-
ble failure region. However, since it is assumed that only
one regional stressor can occur at a given time, further
resource sharing is done across all backup VN mappings
(and the working VN mapping). This effort also details a
MILP formulation and then presents two relaxation-based
solutions using Lagrangian and decomposition-based
rounding. In addition, a heuristic solution, termed sepa-
rate optimization with unconstrained mapping (SOUM), is
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also outlined based upon a single-stage VN mapping
approach to compute the working and backup VN map-
pings. Another incremental optimization with constrained
mapping (IOCM) heuristic is also proposed by incremen-
tally adding backup resources for each failure region, i.e.,
backup resources are only added for nodes affected by a
given failure. Overall the multi-failure VN mapping solu-
tions in [19], [20] will likely consume excessive resources
if there are many failure regions. Hence an alternate fail-
ure region-disjoint strategy is proposed next.

3 NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM

DESCRIPTION

The overall network model for the VN mapping problem is
nowpresented alongwith the requisite notation. For reference
sake, detailed descriptions of the key terms and their associ-
ated variables are also given in Table 1.

3.1 Substrate Network

A substrate network is modeled as an undirected graph
Gs ¼ ðVs; EsÞ, where Vs is the set of substrate nodes and Es

is the set of substrate links. Now each substrate node vs 2 Vs

can have different resource types, e.g., computing, storage.
However (without loss of generality) to simplify the discus-
sions, the capacity of nodal resources in vs is given by RðvsÞ
and its unit cost as CðvsÞ. The available bandwidth of sub-
strate link es 2 Es is also given by BðesÞ and the unit cost of
bandwidth by CðesÞ. Additionally, substrate link es is also
denoted as ðvs; v0sÞ, where vs and v0s are the two link end-
points. Fig. 1a shows a sample 10-node substrate network
where the numbers over the links (nodes) represent the
available bandwidth (nodal resources) levels.

3.2 VN Request

A VN request is given by an undirected graphGv ¼ ðVv; EvÞ,
where Vv is the set of VN nodes and Ev is the set of VN links.
Here each VN node vv 2 Vv requires a certain amount of
nodal resources denoted as rðvvÞ and each VN link ev 2 Ev

also needs bðevÞ bandwidth. Similar to a substrate link, a VN
link ev is also denoted as ðvv; v0vÞ. Fig. 1b shows a sample VN
request with its associated nodal resources and bandwidth
requirements.

3.3 Regional Failure

In general it is safe to assume that there will be a finite num-
ber of failure regions within a network [9]. It is also realistic
to assume that these regions are disjoint, i.e., only one fail-
ure stressor will occur at a given time. Hence these regions
can be represented by the set U , with each failure region
u 2 U covering one or more substrate nodes, which in turn
are denoted by Gu ¼ ðVu; EuÞ, Vu � Vs and Eu � Es. Note
that a substrate node failure will cause all adjacent substrate
links of the node to fail. As an example, Fig. 2 shows five
failure regions in a 24-node network.

3.4 Survivable VN Mapping

In general, survivable VN designs must allocate nodal and
link resources for both working and protection mapping(s)
to handle failures. Now first consider the working mapping,
where a VN request has to be placed over the substrate net-
work by computing and allocating nodal resources for each
VN node and bandwidth capacity for each VN link. In

TABLE 1
Notation Description and Overview

Term Description Variable

Substrate network Physical network topology with data-center resources (computing, storage),
network switches, and network links

Gs ¼ ðVs; EsÞ

Virtual network request Virtual network overlay requested by client, VN nodes to be mapped to
substrate data-center resources, VN links to be mapped to substrate network
connections

Gv ¼ ðVv; EvÞ

Failure/ stressor Large disaster affecting multiple data-centers, network nodes, and network
links. Represented as a connected (failure) graph of affected substrate nodes/
links, can cause failure of multiple overlying client VN mappings

Gu ¼ ðVu; EuÞ

Augmented graph Intermediate working graph used to compute VN node mappings. Defines
additional meta-nodes/meta-edges over substrate network

Ga ¼ ðVa; EaÞ

Fig. 1. (a) substrate network, (b) sample VN request. Fig. 2. 24-node substrate network with five failure regions, jU j ¼ 5.
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particular, VN nodes need to be mapped to different sub-
strate nodes and VN links need to be mapped to connection
paths over substrate network links (after the VN end-point
nodes are mapped) to help improve robustness/survivabil-
ity. Hence the VN node-to-substrate node mapping is
denoted as < vv; vs >, i.e., VN node vv to substrate node vs.

Next consider protectionmappings, which require backup
resources to be allocated in advance for VN nodes and VN
links. For example, if a VN node is mapped (in the working
mapping) to a substrate node within a failure region, then
another substrate node outside this failure region must be
allocated to this VN node in the protection mapping. Since a
regional stressor can cause multiple substrate node failures,
multiple VN nodes can also fail. Hence a sufficient set of
backup substrate nodes must be provisioned for disaster
recovery. These backup nodes also require added VN links to
connect to neighboring VN nodes in the protection mapping.
However, as neighboring VN nodes may also fall in the same
failure region, backup VN links may end up connecting two
backupVNnodes instead of a backup VNnode and its neigh-
boring VNnode.

Since the above method poses many complexities, an
alternate approach is proposed here by computing multiple
VN mappings, with each avoiding a different failure region
[19]. Furthermore, resource sharing can also be imple-
mented between these mappings to help lower resource
usages. This is shown more clearly in Fig. 3, where VN
request G1

v is assigned a working mapping {< a;A >;
< b;B >;< c;C > } and a protection mapping {< a0; C >;
< b0; D >;< c0; F > }. Hence since the substrate link ðC;DÞ is
used by both the working and protection mappings, band-
width sharing can be done. In addition, substrate node C is
allocated to VN node c in the working mapping and to VN
node a in the protection mapping. Again, nodal resource
sharing can also be done here. Another sharing case is also

seen for request G2
v where a VN node/link is mapped to the

same substrate node/path in both the working mapping
and protection mappings.

3.5 Objectives

Now most operators provisioning VN services will want to
achieve a high level of resource efficiency over their under-
lying substrate network. In addition, associated revenue
generation (cost reduction) concerns will also be important
here [2], [7]. Along these lines various metrics are now
detailed. First, the revenue associated with provisioning a
VN request is formulated similar to [7] as:

REV ðGvÞ ¼
X

ev2Ev

bðevÞ � IðevÞ þ r
X

vv2Vv
rðvvÞ � IðvvÞ; (1)

where r is the fraction of nodal resource revenue, IðevÞ is the
revenue for a unit of bandwidth, and IðvvÞ is the revenue for
a unit of nodal resource. Hence the cost of accepting a VN is:

COST ðGvÞ ¼
X

es2Es

FGv
es

� CðesÞ þ p
X

vs2Vs
N Gv

vs
� CðvsÞ; (2)

where p is the fraction of nodal resource cost, FGv
es

is the
total amount of bandwidth allocated on substrate link es for

mapping the VN, and N Gv
vs

is the total amount of nodal

resources allocated on the substrate node vs for mapping
the VN (and CðesÞ and CðvsÞ are introduced in Section 3.1).
Note that this cost formulation is different from the non-sur-
vivable VN mapping in [7] since the bandwidth/nodal
resource cost for a substrate link/node in Eq. (2) is not
directly related to a VN link/node. Specifically, survivable
VN mappings also require protection link bandwidth/
nodal resources and resource sharing is also implemented.
Hence the amount of link bandwidth/nodal resources allo-
cated on substrate links/nodes is determined only after the
survivable mapping is computed.

Now from an operator’s point of view, it is very desirable
to increase long-term revenue, and this can be defined as:

P
i REV

�
Gi

v

�

T
; 8Gi

v 2 A; (3)

where Gi
v is the ith VN request, A is the set of all accepted

VN requests, and T is the total running time. Similarly, the
long-term average cost is defined as:

P
i COST

�
Gi

v

�

T
; 8Gi

v 2 A: (4)

However, to precisely describe operator profit, the net reve-
nue is also computed as follows:

P
i

�
REV

�
Gi

v

�� COST
�
Gi

v

��

T
; 8Gi

v 2 A: (5)

Note that VN request blocking also provides a measure of
lost revenue, and hence many operators will want to mini-
mize this value to improve performance. Finally, protection
switching times after failures (to backup VN nodes and
links) will also be of concern to help minimize user service
disruptions.

4 MILP FORMULATION

A detailed optimization formulation for survivable VN
mapping is now presented based upon the above notation.

4.1 Augmented Substrate Graph Construction

In order to formulate the survivable VN mapping problem,
an augmented substrate graph Ga ¼ ðVa; EaÞ is first con-
structed, akin to [5], [19]. Namely, a meta-node vm is cre-
ated for each VN node vv and connected to all underlying
substrate nodes vs via meta-edges em with infinite band-
width. Hence the augmented substrate graph is a combina-
tion of the original substrate graph and the meta-nodes/

Fig. 3. (a) substrate w. two failure regions. (b) two VN requests.
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meta-edges, i.e., Va ¼ Vs [ Vm, Ea ¼ Es [Em ¼ Es [ fðvm;
vsÞ j vm 2 Vm; vs 2 Vsg. It is also assumed that regional fail-
ures do not affect any of the meta-nodes. However, meta-
edges can fail if their underlying connecting substrate
nodes fail. An example of an augmented graph is also
shown in Fig. 4.

4.2 Failure Region Disjoint MILP Formulation

The failure region-disjoint survivable VN mapping is formu-
lated as a mixed integer multi-commodity flow problem.
Namely, each VN link ev is treated as a commodity with
source and destination nodes s 2 Vm and t 2 Vm, i.e., flows
start and end at distinct meta-nodes. By further restricting the
meta-edges, each meta-node can be forced to choose a single
meta-edge as its only connection to the substrate network.
This effectively selects a substrate node for each meta-node,
corresponding to its mapping. At the same time VN links
must also be mapped over substrate network links. Since the
goal is to generate failure region-disjoint working and protec-
tion mappings, added restrictions are needed to ensure that
only onemapping is assigned to a failure region u 2 U . This is
denoted by the index variable z 2 Z ¼ f1; 2g, i.e., z ¼ 1 for
working and z ¼ 2 for protection. The detailedMILP formula-
tion is nowpresented, i.e., consider the following:

Variables:

� fq;z
mn. Flow variable denoting total amount of flow
from node m to node n on the substrate edge
ðm;nÞ 2 Ea for the VN link q 2 Ev of mapping z 2 Z.

� az
mn. Binary variable which is 1 if the flow in any of

the VN links in mapping z uses the substrate edge
ðm;nÞ, i.e.,Pq2Ev

ðfq;z
mn þ fq;z

nmÞ > 0; otherwise it is 0.

� "zu. Binary variable which is 1 if the mapping z can be
mapped in failure region u 2 U ; otherwise it is 0.

� be. Variable denoting the maximal amount of flow on
the substrate link e 2 Es.

� rn. Variable denoting the maximal amount of nodal
resource allocated from the substrate node n 2 Vs.

Objective:

min
X

e2Es

be � CðeÞ þ
X

n2Vs
rn � CðnÞ: (6)

Constraints:

X

z2Z
"zu � 1; 8u 2 U (7)

az
mn � "zu; 8ðm;nÞ 2 Eu; 8z 2 Z; 8u 2 U (8)

X

n2Va
az
mn � A � "zu; 8m 2 Vu; 8z 2 Z; 8u 2 U (9)

X

q2Ev

�
fq;z
mn þ fq;z

nm

� � Bðm;nÞ � az
mn; 8ðm;nÞ 2 Ea; 8z 2 Z (10)

rðmÞ � az
mn � RðnÞ; 8m 2 Vm; 8n 2 Vs; 8z 2 Z (11)

X

n2Va
fq;zmn �

X

n2Va
fq;znm ¼ 0; 8q 2 Ev;8m 2 Vanfsq; tqg;8z 2 Z (12)

X

n2Va
fq;zsqn

�
X

n2Va
fq;z
nsq

¼ bðqÞ; 8q 2 Ev; 8z 2 Z (13)

X

n2Va
fq;ztqn

�
X

n2Va
fq;z
ntq

¼ �bðqÞ; 8q 2 Ev; 8z 2 Z (14)

X

n2Vs
az
mn ¼ 1; 8m 2 Vm; 8z 2 Z (15)

X

m2Vm
az
mn � 1; 8n 2 Vs; 8z 2 Z (16)

az
mn ¼ az

mn; 8m;n 2 Va; 8z 2 Z (17)

X

q2Ev

�
fq;z
mn þ fq;z

nm

� � be; 8e � ðm;nÞ 2 Es; 8z 2 Z (18)

X

m2Vm
az
mn � rðmÞ � rn; 8n 2 Vs; 8z 2 Z (19)

fq;z
mn � 0; 8m;n 2 Va; 8q 2 Ev; 8z 2 Z (20)

az
mn 2 f0; 1g; 8m;n 2 Va; 8z 2 Z (21)

"zu 2 f0; 1g; 8z 2 Z;8u 2 U: (22)

The objective function in Eq. (6) tries to minimize the cost
of mapping a VN request. Meanwhile, Eq. (7) also con-
strains each failure region to be covered by at most one
mapping. Meanwhile Eq. (8) pertains to link failures and
ensures that if a link ðm;nÞ is located in a failure region u,
then az

mn can only be set to 1 if this mapping z can be
mapped to failure region u. Similarly, Eq. (9) deals with
node failures, and A is large constant (set greater than the
maximal node degree in Ga). This constraint ensures that if
a node m is located in a failure region u, then its adjacent
links can only carry flows if the whole mapping z can be
placed in failure region u. Next, Eqs. (10) and (11) bound
link capacity and nodal resources, respectively, i.e., sum-
ming fq;zmn and fq;z

nm ensures that the total flow in both direc-
tions of an undirected link ðm;nÞ is less than the available
bandwidth. Meanwhile, Eqs. (12), (13), and (14) implement
flow conservation. Furthermore, Eq. (15) ensures that only
one substrate node is selected for a meta-node, whereas
Eq. (16) ensures that a substrate node can only be allocated
to at most one meta-node. Next, Eq. (17) ensures that az

mn is

Fig. 4. Example of augmented graph.
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the same in both link directions. Also, Eqs. (18) and (19)
compute the maximum resource allocations for each sub-
strate link/node for each mapping z 2 Z. Finally, Eqs. (20),
(21), and (22) denote the non-negativity and binary con-
straints on fq;z

mn, a
z
mn, "

z
u.

Overall, the MILP formulation has a total variable com-
plexity of 4ðjEvj þ 1ÞðjEsj þ jVvjjVsjÞ þ 2jU j þ jEsj þ jVsj. This
is a difficult problem to solve and is only tractable for smaller
network sizes and/or failure region counts. For example,
mapping a VN request with five nodes and 10 links over a
substrate network with 20 nodes, 40 links, and five failure
regions requires a total of 6,230 variables.

5 FAILURE REGION DISJOINT VN MAPPING

Owing to the high computational complexity of the MILP
model, some efficient heuristics algorithms are also
proposed here. These schemes basically compute two sep-
arate failure region-disjoint VN mappings for each incom-
ing request, i.e., working and protection VN mappings.
Now since the survivable VN mapping algorithm is
decomposed into two non-survivable mappings, any regu-
lar VN mapping scheme can be applied with this solu-
tion. As a result, for the purposes of this study, the non-
survivable virtual infrastructure mapping (NSVIM) scheme
from [19], [20] is chosen as a base VN mapping solution.
In particular, this scheme uses a single-stage mapping
approach to map a VN node and its attached VN links
and has been shown to outperform the well-studied Ran-
domized Rounding Based Virtual Network Embedding (R-
ViNE) algorithm [5]. A brief overview of this scheme is
now presented followed by complete details on the novel
region-disjoint solution.

5.1 Overview of NSVIM Scheme

The NSVIM scheme [19], [20] basically maps a VN request
over a substrate network without regard to failure regions.
This algorithm uses a single-stage approach which maps
each VN node to a substrate node and part of its attached
VN links (to substrate paths) in the same step. The key
objective here is to minimize the total mapping cost, and the
NSVIM psuedocode description is shown in Fig. 5. Consider
the details.

First, two sets are defined to track mapped and
unmapped VNnodes, i.e.,MVN andUMVN, respectively. In
addition, two sets are also defined to track the allocated and
unallocated substrate nodes, i.e., ASN and UASN, respec-
tively. The NSVIM algorithm starts by initializingMVN and
ASN as empty and setting UMVN equal to Vv and UASN is
equal to Vs. Now in order to map a VN node vv 2 UMVN, a
candidate substrate node list L is first built by selecting sub-
strate nodes vs fromUASN based upon two criteria. First, the
available nodal resources RðvsÞ at a candidate node vs must
be greater than or equal to the requested amount rðvvÞ. Next,
to ensure a feasible mapping, the maximum available band-
width among all adjacent substrate links of vs must not be
less than bmaxðvvÞ, i.e., where bmaxðvvÞ is the maximum band-
width requirement between vv and the set of all VN nodes
that are adjacent to vv inGv, further defined as the set adjðvvÞ.
Hence afterL is constructed, a substrate nodewithminimum
cost is selected from L as follows:

Cð< vv; vs >Þ ¼ CðvsÞ þACðvsÞ þ UACðvsÞ; (23)

where CðvsÞ is the cost of nodal resource used in substrate
node vs and ACðvsÞ is the communication cost from vs to a
subset of substrate nodes in ASN, i.e., which are allocated
for VN nodes belonging to the set M � adjðvvÞ ¼
adjðvvÞ \MVN . Next consider the details for computing the
various terms in Eq. (23).

First, the nodal resource costCðvsÞ is set toCðvsÞ � rðvvÞ for
mapping < vv; vs >. Next, in order to compute ACðvsÞ, a set
of substrate nodes allocated to M � adjðvvÞ is defined, i.e.,
SCMA. The minimum-cost path is then computed for each
node pair ðvs; v0s 2 SCMAÞ using a shortest-path algorithm
by setting linkweights to their link costs,CðesÞ, which equals
CðesÞ � bðevÞ. The sum of link costs along a path is then
assigned as the path cost. Overall, a total of jM � adjðvvÞj
paths are then computed and ACðvsÞ is determined as total
sum of costs over all jM � adjðvvÞj minimum-cost paths.
Meanwhile, the third term in Eq. (23), UACðvsÞ, is defined as
the estimated communication cost from vs to a subset of sub-
strate nodes inUASN, whichmight be allocated to VN nodes
in the set UM � adjðvvÞ ¼ adjðvvÞ \ UMVN . This value can
be computed as follows. First, for every VN link ðvv; v0v 2
UM � adjðvvÞÞ, a related minimum-cost path is computed
from vs to as many v0s 2 UASN as possible. The average cost
over these paths is then used as the estimated cost to map the
VN link ðvv; v0vÞ. If no such path can be found, the cost is set
as infinite and vs is not deemed a feasible mapping. Based
upon this, UACðvsÞ is computed as the sum of the average
costs for all VN links between vv and v0v 2 UM � adjðvvÞ.
Overall UACðvsÞ is added to the formulation to provide a
lookahead capability and prevent premature mappings to
low cost substrate nodes/links, i.e., since NSVIM is a greedy
scheme and earlier choicesmay result in higher overall cost.

5.2 Failure Region Group Based Mapping (FRGBM)

The proposed survivable FRGBM heuristic works by sepa-
rating failure regions in U into two groups, G1 and G2, with
the goal of clustering regions that are closer to each other.
Although this sub-problem can itself be formulated as an
optimization, a heuristic is used to simplify matters. The

Fig. 5. NSVIM algorithm.
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psuedocode for this solution is shown in Fig. 8 and details
are now presented.

To obtain distances between each failure region, a failure
region distance matrix is first computed, i.e., D ¼ fdijg
where dij is the distance between regions ui and uj. Now to

compute dij, the distance from node vs 2 ui to failure region

uj is defined as the average distance from vs to each sub-

strate node in uj. The dij values are then calculated as the

average of the distances between each node vs 2 ui to failure

region uj, Fig. 6. After the distance matrix D is computed,

the next step divides the failure regions into two groups, G1

and G2, see Fig. 7. Initially, the two failure regions with the

largest distance are determined and added to G1 and G2,
respectively. The distances for all other non-grouped failure

regions to G1 and G2 are then computed by averaging their
distances to the existing grouped failure regions in the
respective groups. These regions are then placed in the
group with the shorter average distance.

The FRGBM scheme leverages the above information
and is presented in Fig. 8. Namely, this algorithm first
prunes all failure regions in G1 and introduces a variation
of the NSVIM algorithm in Section 5.1 to map the working
VN over the substrate network, termed as connectivity-aware

NSVIM (C-NSVIM). The G1 regions are then restored and

those in G2 are pruned, and the C-NSVIM algorithm re-run
to compute the protection VN mapping. Now the key dif-
ference between NSVIM and the modified C-NSVIM is an
added constraint for computing the node list, L. Namely,
the maximum connectivity of a candidate node is also
checked in addition to checks for nodal resource and adja-
cent link bandwidth constraints, i.e., to avoid mapping VN
nodes to areas isolated by pruned failure regions. For
example consider the network in Fig. 2. If the failure

regions u1 and u2 belong to the same group (G1 or G2) and

are pruned during computation, then substrate nodes v0s
and v1s will be not feasible for mapping any VN requests

with three or more nodes, i.e., since v0s and v1s will become
isolated after pruning. Hence if the maximum connectivity
number, t, of a substrate node is less than the number of
VN nodes in the request, this node is not considered as a
mapping candidate. Note that the connectivity of each sub-

strate node after pruning G1 or G2 is fixed since these two
sets are computed at startup. Additionally, substrate nodal
and link bandwidth resource allocations are also shared
between the working and protection VN mappings since

only one failure is assumed to occur at a given time. Hence
in order to implement this feature, an added data structure
is introduced to record substrate node resource and link
bandwidth allocations for each mapping, i.e., Zi in Step 6,
Fig. 8. Resource sharing is then done by selecting the maxi-
mum resource usage in the respective substrate node (link)
amongst the two mappings, i.e., Step 8, Fig. 8.

Now consider the computational complexity of the
FRGBM scheme. Foremost, the grouping algorithm in
Fig. 7 has complexity OðjU j2Þ, i.e., as it loops over all fail-
ure regions. Similarly, the distance matrix computation

algorithm in Fig. 6 has complexity of OðjVsj2jEsjlogjVsjÞ.
Finally, the VN mapping procedure uses a modified C-
NSVIM algorithm with complexity OðjEvjð2þ jVsjÞjVsjj
EsjlogjVsjÞ. Since the failure region grouping is static, the
related algorithm only needs to be run once before start
up, bounding the total run-time complexity by OðjEvjð2 þ
jVsjÞjVsjjEsjlogjVsjÞ. By comparison, the SOUM and IOCM
schemes have computation complexities of OðjU jjEvjj
EsjjVsj2logjVsjÞ and OððjEvjjVsjþjU jjVsj þ jEvjÞjVsjjEsjlogj
VsjÞ, respectively. Hence the FRGBM scheme is notably

Fig. 6. Algorithm of computing matrixD:

Fig. 7. Failure region grouping algorithm.

Fig. 8. FRGBM algorithm.
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faster than the SOUM scheme, i.e., by OðjU jÞ. In addition,
its complexity is as good as or lower than the IOCM

scheme, i.e., by Oð1þ jU j
jEvjÞ.

5.3 Dynamic Failure Region Disjoint Mapping
(DFRDM)

As noted above, the FRGBM scheme uses fixed failure region
groupings, determined at startup. However since network
substrate loads are dynamically-varying quantities, these
groupings may lead to resource inefficiency. To address this
concern amodifiedDFRDM scheme is proposed, Fig. 9.

The basic idea behind the dynamic approach is also to
compute a working VN mapping and then prune all the
failure regions used by this mapping before computing
the protection mapping. However, since the working VN
mapping may span a large number of failure regions, this
approach will limit the resources available for the protec-
tion mapping. Hence to solve this problem, additional
penalty costs are introduced to prevent the working VN
mapping from covering too many failure regions. Specifi-
cally, a penalty cost P ðvsÞ is added to CðvsÞ in Eq. (23) if a
candidate node vs is located in a new failure region (from
the regions already covered by the mapping). Similarly, a
penalty cost P ðesÞ is also added to ACðvsÞ in Eq. (23) if the
path mapping for ðvs; v0s 2 SCMAÞ traverses any new fail-
ure regions. Note that an added data structure is needed
to record all accessed failure regions for a VN request,
Fig. 9, and also a penalty is not applied to UACðvsÞ since
its value will depend upon all possible unmapped VN
nodes (which may span all failure regions).

Next, the protection mapping is computed by running
the C-NSVIM algorithm. Akin to the FRGBM scheme,
nodal connectivity is also used to help select candidate
nodes and avoid mapping nodes to isolated areas. Namely,
a static connectivity status is computed for each substrate
node for all possible failure region pruning scenarios in
the initial stage. In particular, let the number 1 (0) denote a
pruned (non-pruned) failure region. Using this representa-
tion, a failure region prune scenario can be expressed as a
jUj-dimensional vector binary < au1 ; au2 ; . . . ; aujU j > and the

total number of potential scenarios is given by 2jU j. Now
for each scenario, the number of substrate nodes that can
be reached after pruning the corresponding failure regions,
i.e., maximum connectivity number t, can be computed for
every substrate node via a breadth-first search. Hence by
searching the pre-computed connectivity status, substrate
nodes having a smaller t value than the number of VN
nodes in a VN request will not be considered as candi-
dates. Also note that connectivity information is only com-
puted at initialization and hence does not affect run-time
complexity, i.e., like FRGBM scheme (Section 5.2). As this
step does not affect run-time complexity, this scheme also
has the same complexity as the FRGBM scheme, i.e.,
OðjEvjð2þ jVsjÞjVsjjEsjlogjVsjÞ.

5.4 Load Balancing

Overall, the FRGBM and DFRDM algorithms compute sub-
strate link and node costs according to a pure “mapping
cost” (MC). However, since these schemes ignore real-time
nodal and link bandwidth resource loads at the substrate
level, they will likely yield higher congestion at specific
congested nodes/links. Hence, load balancing (LB) strategies
can also be applied to alleviate such concerns. Namely,
substrate link costs (weights) can be defined as inversely-
proportional to load:

Fig. 9. DFRDM algorithm.

Fig. 10. Blocking rate: a) 10-node topology. b) 24-node topology.
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CðesÞ ¼ Bc

BðesÞ þ s
; (24)

where Bc is the full capacity of a substrate link and s is a
small value (to avoid division errors). Nodal costs can also
be defined as follows:

CðvsÞ ¼ Rc

RðvsÞ þ s
; (25)

where Rc is the full resource capacity of a substrate node.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The performance of the survivable VN mapping schemes
is tested using customized OPNETModelerTM models.
Two substrate topologies are used here, including the
small 10-node network with three failure regions in
Fig. 1a (with modified nodal resource/link capacities)
and the large 24-node network with five failure regions in
Fig. 2. Namely, all substrate nodes have 100 units of
resource capacity and all substrate links have 10,000 units
of bandwidth. VN requests are varied between 3-5 nodes
and 4-7 nodes each for the 10- and 24-node topologies,
respectively. Average VN topology node degrees are also
set to 2.3 and 2.6 for these two network sizes. Meanwhile,

requested VN node capacities are uniformly distributed
between 1-10 units and requested VN link capacities are
uniformly distributed between 50-1,000 units. Overall,
these VN parameters are set to fractions of the capacity
values in the physical substrate network topology, as
most cloud services will likely cluster operation at a few
key sites.

Next, all VN requests holding and inter-arrival times are
generated using randomly-distributed exponential varia-
bles with means m and �, respectively. In particular, m is
fixed to 600 time units and � is varied to achieve different
input loads. Meanwhile, the load is measured using a modi-
fied Erlang metric that accounts for VN request sizes, i.e.,
by taking the product of average number of VN links and
m=�. Finally, the CPLEX 12.4 tool is also incorporated with

OPNETModelerTM to solve the MILP formulation.
For comparison purposes, the SOUM and IOCM sur-

vivability schemes in [19] are also implemented. In addi-
tion, all schemes are tested using both the MC and LB
cost assignment strategies (Section 5). Finally, all heuris-
tics are evaluated for both topologies using 10,000 VN
requests for the 10-node topology and 100,000 VN
requests for the 24-node topology. However, the MILP
scheme is only tested for the 10-node topology owing to

Fig. 11. Long-term revenue: a) 10-node topology. b) 24-node topology.

Fig. 12. Long-term cost: a) 10-node topology. b) 24-node topology.
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high computational complexity. Failure events are also
randomly triggered after an average of 1,000 incoming
VN requests. Namely, a failure region is selected in ran-
dom uniform manner and its nodes/links failed.

6.1 Blocking Rates

Initial tests are done to measure request blocking rates in
Fig. 10. The findings for the 10-node topology show that
the MC-based schemes yield very similar results, with the
IOCM-MC and FRGBM-MC schemes giving slightly lower
blocking. However, both FRGBM-MC and DFRDM-MC
also achieve significantly lower blocking in the larger 24-
node topology, e.g., about 94 percent lower blocking with
FRGBM-MC versus SOUM-MC at low-medium loads,
Fig. 10b. Overall, the 24-node topology provides more sub-
strate nodes and links and allows the failure region-dis-
joint schemes to use network resources more efficiently,
i.e., versus SOUM and IOCM which exhaustively provision
for every possible failure region. FRGBM-MC also gives
lower blocking than DFRDM-MC except at heavy loads.
The reason here is that the pure cost computation strate-
gies do not use real-time network substrate load informa-
tion (and hence cannot efficiently generate two disjoint
failure regions).

Additionally, the LB schemes yield notably lower blocking
versus the MC variants for both topologies. These findings
confirm that balancing VN loads across network substrate
nodes/links can generally provide much better perfor-
mance. However, the FRGBM-LB and DFRDM-LB schemes
also outperform SOUM-LB and IOCM-LB, akin to the MC
findings. DFRDM-LB is also seen to give lower blocking
than FRGBM-LB (especially for the 24-node topology) since
it performs dynamic mapping to disjoint failure regions
(and can further leverage real-time substrate load informa-
tion). Finally, the MILP solution gives the lowest blocking
results in the 10-node network, and this is expected since
this is an optimal strategy. Moreover, since this solution
also yields the best results for nearly all the other metrics
evaluated (presented in the following sub-sections), the
remainder of this paper only considers the heuristic VN
mapping strategies.

6.2 Long-Term Revenue

The long term revenue results are also plotted in Fig. 11 and
show that the FRGBM and DFRDM schemes achieve much
higher revenue than SOUM and IOCM, i.e., for both the MC
and LB variants. For example FRGBM-MC gives almost 44
percent more revenue than SOUM-MC in the 24-node topol-
ogy. In addition the LB schemes provide a significant

Fig. 13. Avg. cost per VN: a) 10-node topology. b) 24-node topology.
Fig. 14. Revenue per VN: a) 10-node topology. b) 24-node topology.
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increase in revenue as well. Carefully note that revenue dis-
crepancies also decrease with load since request blocking
rates are reduced.

6.3 Long-Term Cost

Long term cost is further plotted in Fig. 12. In comparison to
the SOUM and IOCM strategies, the FRGBM and DFRDM
schemes show slightly higher costs with theMC approach, but
slightly lower costswith the LB approach. Also, all LB variants
yield higher costs than their MC counterparts. This increase is
due to the fact that the LB-based schemes accept more VN
requests (lower blocking), which in turn leads to additional
resource consumption and increased cost. In light of this, long
term cost may not be a proper metric for evaluating VN map-
pings, i.e., lower costs can result from lower acceptance ratios.
Hence the average cost perVN is evaluated next.

6.4 Average Cost

The average cost per VN is plotted in Fig. 13, and results show
that both the FRGBM and DFRDM schemes achieve lower
average cost than SOUM and IOCM (except for MC variants
in the 10-node topology). The average cost under light traffic
is also slightly higher than the cost under heavy traffic (except
for MILP solution). The reason here is that VN requests with

large numbers of VN nodes/links are more likely to be
accepted under lighter loads. Hence these larger VN sizeswill
use more resources and increase the average per VN cost. To
show thismore clearly, the average revenue per VN is plotted
in Fig. 14, and results indicate that revenue is high when traf-
fic is light and is low when traffic is heavy. Since the revenue
for each VN is only related to the VN topology, this shows
that larger VN requests are accepted more easily when traffic
is low. These results also show that FRGBM and DFRDM can
support larger VN sizes.

6.5 Net Revenue

The net revenues from Eq. (5) are now plotted in Fig. 15 and
clearly show that both the FRGBM and DFRDM schemes
generate significantly-higher revenues than SOUM and
IOCM (for both MC and LB variants). These results validate
the gains of using failure region-disjoint mapping strategies.
In addition, the LB variants generally give higher net reve-
nues (than the MC-based variants) owing to their lower
request blocking rates. The only exception here is the SOUM-
LB scheme which gives rather low revenues, i.e., due to the
fact that LB strategies tend to yield longer path routes for
mapped VN links. Compounding this increase is the fact the
SOUM scheme exhaustively computes multiple protection
mappings for all failure regions, further increasing costs for

Fig. 15. Net revenue: a) 10-node topology. b) 24-node topology.

Fig. 16. Num. failed VN: a) 10-node topology. b) 24-node topology.
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larger failure regions. As noted earlier, net revenues also
decreasewith traffic load, i.e., akin to Fig. 11.

6.6 Number of Failed VN and Total Number of
Migrated Nodes

Finally, the number of failed VN requests is plotted in
Fig. 16. The results here show that the FRGBM scheme is
the most robust of all, as it groups failure regions and pre-
vents the working mapping from spanning across too many
regions. In addition, the total number of VN node migra-
tions after failures are plotted in Fig. 17. Again, the FRGBM
(and IOCM) scheme gives the least number of migrations
since it yields the lowest number of VN failures.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper studies VN survivability for regional multi-fail-
ure events and proposes some novel failure region-disjoint
solutions. An optimization formulation is first developed
and two heuristic strategies are then proposed to compute
efficient working and protection VN mappings. These latter
strategies are also tailored to use both pure mapping cost
and load-balancing information in the mapping process.
Simulations show that the new failure region-disjoint
schemes give lower blocking and higher (net) revenues as

compared to existing survivable VN schemes, albeit with
slightly higher long term costs. These gains are more pro-
nounced with increased numbers of failure regions. In addi-
tion, the proposed heuristics also yield lower migration
overheads during failure recovery. Finally, the results show
substantially-higher revenues for all schemes when using
load-balancing information, especially with the proposed
failure region-disjoint heuristics.

Overall, this work provides a strong base from with to
expand in additional, detailed efforts. Foremost, the formu-
lation presented herein assumes that all failure events are
equiprobable and does not consider their probabilistic
nature. Indeed, different regions will likely have varying
levels of risk exposure, and hence it is important to develop
further probabilistic VN mapping/survivability schemes to
minimize failure rates. Furthermore, many regional disas-
ters will likely induce further cascading (time-delayed)
cyber-infrastructure faults, e.g., as arising from rolling
power outages/blackouts. As a result, it is critical to incor-
porate the temporal nature of regional faults and develop
multi-stage mappings for maintaining VN connectivity dur-
ing such periods. This is an open problem area today.
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